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What’s Going on at the Weak Scale?
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Weak-scale dark matter has been the dominant paradigm in the last several decades 



What’s Going on at the Weak Scale?

Constraints on WIMPs continue to tighten, motivating a search for new lampposts

The broad range of possibilities before us prompts a reevaluation of 
experimental and observational strategies for dark matter
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The Gaia Mission
Gaia is the follow-up astrometric survey to the Hipparcos mission (1989-1993)

Collects 30x more light than Hipparcos, allowing for 200x more accurate 
measurements of stellar positions and motions

Will provide measurements for over a billion stars—about 1% of the stellar population



Milky Way Formation History

Dark Matter Velocity Distribution

First Results from Gaia DR1 



Stellar Halo
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Stellar Halo Formation
Stellar halo formed primarily from the tidal debris of disrupted satellite  

galaxies that merged with our Galaxy
Johnston et al. (1996), Helmi & White (1999), Bullock et al. (2001), Harding et al. (2001)

The stellar halo of the Galaxy 13

Fig. 4 A “simulated” stellar halo built up from accreted satellites. The color scale
indicates surface brightness. [Sanjib Sharma, Kathryn Johnston and James Bullock
are acknowledged for this figure.]

3 Substructure

One of the most fundamental ingredients of the ΛCDM cosmological model
is that galaxies grow via mergers. Therefore, perhaps the most direct way of
testing this paradigm is by quantifying the amount of mergers that galaxies
have experienced over their lifetime. This implies finding the traces of those
merger events.

Mergers are expected to have left large amounts of debris in the present-
day components of galaxies. In particular, a stellar halo is easily built up via
the superposition of disrupted satellites (Johnston et al. 1996; Helmi & White
1999; Bullock et al. 2001; Harding et al. 2001). This is clearly exemplified
in Figure 4 adapted from the simulations and semi-analytic modeling by
Bullock & Johnston (2005).

The prediction that debris in the halo should be ubiquitous in hierarchi-
cal cosmologies, together with the discoveries of a disrupting dwarf galaxy in
the halo by Ibata et al. (1994) as well as of nearby remains from an ancient
accretion event by Helmi et al. (1999), have boosted the search for substruc-
ture in this component of our Galaxy in recent years. Such searches have
benefited enormously from the advent of large photometric surveys, and the
SDSS in particular, as we shall see below, have all led to a shift in paradigm
in the field over the past 10 years.
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in Figure 4 adapted from the simulations and semi-analytic modeling by
Bullock & Johnston (2005).

The prediction that debris in the halo should be ubiquitous in hierarchi-
cal cosmologies, together with the discoveries of a disrupting dwarf galaxy in
the halo by Ibata et al. (1994) as well as of nearby remains from an ancient
accretion event by Helmi et al. (1999), have boosted the search for substruc-
ture in this component of our Galaxy in recent years. Such searches have
benefited enormously from the advent of large photometric surveys, and the
SDSS in particular, as we shall see below, have all led to a shift in paradigm
in the field over the past 10 years.
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Tidal debris is coherent in position and velocity

Spatially well-mixed, kinematic substructure 
(phase-space density conservation)

Equilibrium reached, no substructure 

T ~ Tinfall

T > Tinfall

T ≫ Tinfall

Helmi [0804.0019] 
image credit: S. Sharma, K. Johnston, J. Bullock  



Stellar Halo Formation

14 Amina Helmi

Fig. 5 Simulation of the disruption of a satellite galaxy orbiting in the inner
regions of the halo of the Milky Way. The top panels show the xz projection of the
particles’ positions, which evidence significant evolution over short timescales. The
velocities of the particles located in a spherical volume of ∼ 2 kpc around the Sun
at t∼ 8 Gyr are strongly clustered, as shown in the bottom panels. Based on the
simulation from Helmi et al. (1999).

From a theoretical point of view, one expects substructures in the spatial
domain, as well as in velocity space (or in phase-space). One can distinguish
essentially two regimes in which substructures will be most easily found in
either of these domains:

– t ∼ torb Short after infall, or for satellites orbiting the outer halo (dy-
namical timescales are comparable to the time since infall). In this case,
streams are very coherent in space. Hence, a simple way to reveal these
accretion events is to map of the positions of halo stars on the sky
(Johnston et al. 1996).

– t >> torb Long after infall, or in the inner halo (r < 15 − 20 kpc). The
debris is spatially well-mixed, as shown in Figure 5. Because of the conser-
vation of phase-space density, the stars in a stream will have very similar
velocities (see bottom panels in Figure 5). In fact, streams get colder as
time goes by. Therefore the characteristic signature of an accreted galaxy,
even many Gyr after infall, is the presence of very cold structures in ve-
locity space (Helmi & White 1999).

Recent Merger
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Not-So-Recent Merger

Helmi [0804.0019]



Abundance of substructure observed in stellar surveys
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Monoceros Stream

Sagittarius Stream Orphan Stream

Belokurov et al., astro-ph/0605025

Spatial overdensities indicate presence of stellar streams

Field of Streams



Evidence suggests that Sgr dwarf is in the process of being tidally disrupted

Ibata et al. (1994), Ivezic et al. (2000), Yanny et al. (2000)

First Hints
SDSS Commissioning Run

Complete Mapping

dwarf galaxy sun
dwarf orbit star

clump

Ruhland et al. [1103.4610]

Sagittarius Stream



Stellar Streams & Dark Matter

6 Carlberg

Fig. 6.— The evolution with time of the xy location of particles in
a cold stream after a 3×106 M⊙ object passes through. The initial
time has the shape of Figure 2 and the late times become saw-tooth
shaped. Note that the x scale is greatly magnified relative to the
y scale. The stream is shown every 0.8 units of time (about 1/8 of
an orbital period) for 100 times. Line segments are drawn between
a subset of the simulation points.

ply convolving the predicted density distribution with a
Gaussian. The spread σ of the Gaussian is related to the
FWHM of the stream multiplied by 1.414/2.355 where
the factor of 1.414 allows for the fact that the epicycles
along the stream are larger than their perpendicular size
in the ratio 2Ω/κ, which is

√
2 for a flat rotation curve,

and, the factor 2.355 converts from FWHM to a Gaussian
width.
We compare the gap measurements to the predictions

for a 70 pc wide stream in Figure 8. The cold stream
prediction (dotted line) gives a deeper and sharper gap
than is found in the simulation (solid line). The velocity
dispersion allowance does quite a good job predicting the
shape of the gap (dashed line). Figure 9 shows a stream
of width 150 pc where the width corrected prediction
of the overall shape remains qualitatively correct, but
a significant asymmetry is developing and the predicted
depth is greater than measured. Not shown is a 300 pc
wide stream, 1% of the orbital radius, which continues
the trend of increasing discrepancy from our predictions
with increasing stream width. The most significant error
is that the depth is measured to be 0.5 to 0.6 of the mean
level, whereas the predictions go nearly to 100% depth.
The prediction continues to provide a useful estimate of
gap width, but does not give an accurate density profile.

3.4. The Effect of Shear in Streams

The individual stars in stellar streams are drawn out
from their progenitor objects with a range of angular
momenta and radial velocities (Yoon, Johnston & Hogg
2011; Eyre & Binney 2011) which together fix the width
of the stream. Both the angular momentum and the
radial action, Jr = κa2 are conserved quantities in an
axisymmetric potential, which applies once the stars are
away from the progenitor object. Progenitors that lose
stars through a fairly well collimated outflow through

Fig. 7.— The line show the development of a density gaps in a
nearly completely cold stream vs the angular coordinate after an
encounter with a 106 M⊙ sub-halo at dimensionless times 20, 40,
60 and 80, where the rotation period is 2π. The dotted lines show
the predicted relation at different times.

Fig. 8.— Same as Figure 7 except for a warm stream of width
70 pc. The dashed line shows the effect of adding in the epicyclic
smoothing of the stream width along the stream.

the Lagrange points will have stream that are largely Jr
dominated, with relative little shear (Küpper et al. 2008,
2012; Eyre & Binney 2011).
If there is significant range of angular momentum in the

stream then it will cause gaps to shear with time so that
any one-dimensional measure will see a decreased gap
density once the tilt of the gap exceeds the gap width.
The spreading of the gap into a tilted stripe along the
stream and the consequent reduction of the depth at any
location is straightforward to calculate. However, a use-
ful prediction needs to have some way to estimate the
range of angular momentum that is likely to be present.
Such a prediction requires full n-body simulations that
take into account the details of how the progenitor dis-
solves as it orbits in the potential of its host galaxy, which
is beyond the scope of this paper.
A simple calculation shows when shear becomes an im-

portant effect. For illustration we assume that in a 60 pc
wide stream half of the width at the origin of the stream
is due to angular momentum (Eyre & Binney 2011). In

Carlberg [1307.1929]

Breaks in stellar streams may 
indicate the crossing of a dark 

matter subhalo

Bovy, et al. [1609.01298]

Phase space density of streams is 
sensitive to gravitational potential; 
Pal 5 and GD-1 streams suggest 

spherical dark matter halo 
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Fig. 2.— Sensitivity of the Pal 5 stream location to variations in the gravitational potential and in the position and proper motion of the
Pal 5 progenitor cluster. The top panels display the location of the stream on the sky and the bottom panels give the line-of-sight velocity
along the stream and include the data that we fit (see text). The leftmost column displays variations in the axis ratio c/a of the halo, which
changes the relative magnitude of the radial and vertical components of the force at Pal 5’s location. The second column shows variations
in the circular velocity Vc at R0, which changes the magnitude of the force, while keeping the ratio of the vertical-to-radial components the
same. The third and fourth columns demonstrate the e↵ect of changing the distance and the parallel component of the proper motion of
the Pal 5 progenitor cluster. The overall normalization of the force (through Vc), the distance, and the proper motion all a↵ect the location
of the track in sky position and line-of-sight velocity in the opposite way (increasing Dec while decreasing the velocity at a given RA) and
they are therefore to a large extent degenerate with each other. However, varying the axis ratio changes the track in both coordinates in
the same direction and is therefore uncorrelated with the other parameters. The Pal 5 stream is exquisitely sensitive to the halo’s axis
ratio.

here. We do not know the extent of either the Pal 5 or
GD–1 stellar streams because they are limited by the
edge of the surveys in which they have been detected or
by the Galactic plane. Therefore, constraining the time
td at which disruption started is di�cult with the present
data. We therefore fix td to 10 Gyr in both cases, mak-
ing the stream old enough that for any potential that we
consider a long stream forms. If better measurements
of the width and length of streams were available, these
could be used as additional constraints, because in very
non-spherical halos it is di�cult to produce a thin and
long stream. However, for the halo shapes that we find
to be consistent with the Pal 5 and GD–1 data below,
this is not a major problem.

When we model the stream as being a single orbital
torus, we can further restrict the model. The parame-
ter �v determines the location of the track, because it
scales the frequency o↵set between the progenitor and
the stream, and it sets the width and length of the stream
(in conjunction with td). We do not attempt to match
the observed width of the streams below and therefore
�v only a↵ects the location of the track. That said, the
�v that produce a matching tracks below also give rea-
sonable stream widths. For Pal 5 we fix the known sky
position and line-of-sight velocity of the progenitor and
we use the dispersion parameter �v as a way to match
the stream–progenitor o↵set. For GD–1, for which we do
not know the progenitor position, �v would be degener-
ate with the phase–space location of the progenitor and
we therefore fix it to a reasonable value. Similarly, one

of the six phase–space coordinates of the GD–1 progen-
itor is unconstrained by this modeling and we fix one of
the sky location coordinates near one end of the GD–1
stream. Because we can approximate the stream track
as having constant frequency, it also does not matter
whether we model GD–1 as being a leading or trailing
arm. This choice excludes the possibility that GD–1’s
progenitor or dissolved progenitor sits in the middle of
the observed part of the stream. This is unlikely because
in this case a clear kink of ��

2

⇡ 0.5� would be visible at
the �

1

position of the progenitor, which is not observed.
The Milky-Way potential model of § 2.1 is character-

ized by 8 parameters and the stream model adds four
(in the case of Pal 5) or five (for GD–1) additional pa-
rameters. To lower the dimensionality of each stream fit
and thus speed it up, we restrict the range of potentials
as follows. We perform the fit described in § 2.2 fixing
R

0

= 8kpc and Vc = 220 km s�1 and we obtain 32 inde-
pendent samples from the posterior PDF for the remain-
ing six parameters. For each of these 32 samples we then
analyze the stream data separately, keeping the five po-
tential parameters describing the relative amplitudes, the
scale length and height of the disk, and the scale radius of
the halo fixed at the value of the sample, but allowing c/a

and additionally Vc(R0

) to vary (between 1/2 and 2 for
c/a and between 200 km s�1 and 250 km s�1 for Vc(R0

)).
These 32 sampled sets of fixed parameters are shown as
crosses in Figure 1 versus the c/a of each sample, which is
not held fixed. All of these are a priori reasonable poten-
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Gaia will provide full phase-space coordinates for an unprecedented 
number of stars in the Milky Way

Outlook

The goal is to reconstruct the Galaxy’s merger history from mapping of tidal debris

15

FIG. 12.— Distribution in E − Lz space of particles lying within 150 kpc
from the galactic center in one of the BJ05 simulations. 17 unique colors
were used with each color representing a different satellite. Left panel shows
the 20 most luminous satellite systems while the right panel shows the next
40 most luminous systems. For each panel the range in luminosity in units of
log(L/L⊙) and its percentage contribution to the total halo is also labelled.
Each satellite system is sampled with about 1000 particles and the sampling
probability of a particle with in a given satellite is proportional to its luminos-
ity. The satellites were sorted in decreasing order of their luminosity before
plotting, so as to make the lower luminosity satellite systems, which are ex-
pected to cover a smaller area in the map, lie on top of higher luminosity
systems.

be visible even after including the effects of extinction.

5.2. Identification of substructures in the stellar halo in
E − Lz space with GAIA

As an application of our code, we assess the ability of the
astrometric mission GAIA to identify structures in the stel-
lar halo. Helmi & de Zeeuw (2000) first performed such an
analysis and concluded that given the accuracy of GAIA, it
would be relatively easy to identify the structures in integrals
of motion space, e.g., energy E vs the z component of angu-
lar momentumLz . Subsequently, Brown et al. (2005) showed
that in the E − Lz space favored by Helmi & de Zeeuw
(2000), the structures are nearly washed out if the back-
ground population of stars are taken into account. While
Helmi & de Zeeuw (2000) assumed the halo to be formed out
of in-falling satellites exclusively, Brown et al. (2005) super-
imposed a few disrupted satellites onto an otherwise smooth
stellar halo. Hence neither of the simulations were done in a
proper cosmological context. Recently Gómez et al. (2010)
(GHBL hereafter) have done higher resolution simulations
similar to Helmi & de Zeeuw (2000) along with some en-
hancements, in particular, a time dependent analytic potential,
and satellite luminosities drawn from the present-day distri-
bution of Milky Way satellites (Koposov et al. 2008). They
conclude that significant amount of structure can be seen in
the (E,Lz, L) space. We repeat a similar analysis here but
using the N-body models of Bullock & Johnston (2005) that
simulate the halo in a cosmological context and hence have
realistic time-dependence of rate of in-fall and luminosities of
accreted satellites.
First we investigate as to how clustered are the particles of

a tidally disrupted satellite inE−Lz space and compare them
with the results of GHBL. Specifically we reproduce Figure 4
of GHBL showing the distribution inE−Lz space of particles
in the simulations with different colors representing different
satellites. Results from one of the BJ05 simulations used by
us are shown in Figure 12. While GHBL show all 43 satel-
lites simulated by them, we show 20 most luminous satellites
in left panel and next 40 luminous in right panel. The 20 most
luminous systems which constitute about 92% of the stellar
mass are significantly less clustered than the other low lumi-

nosity systems. The Fig-4 in GHBL in fact resembles the
right panel, which means that energy and angular momentum
is conserved less in BJ05 than in GHBL. Also a lot particles
can be seen at low Lz and high E in BJ05 as compared to
GHBL suggesting that there are more high energy radial or-
bits in BJ05 simulations.
Given the differences in the results of GHBL and BJ05, it is

imperative to look at the differences between the methodology
of the two simulations, so as to isolate the cause.

• Dynamical friction is ignored in GHBL whereas BJ05
use a modified version of the Chandrashekhar dy-
namical friction formula. Since dynamical friction is
strongest for massive systems this will make luminous
systems appear fuzzier, an effect seen in BJ05 simula-
tions. This could be one of the reasons for the BJ05
results being fuzzier in general than GHBL.

• In GHBL the stellar particles of a satellite are not ex-
plicitly embedded in dark matter potentials. In gen-
eral one expects embedded satellites to take longer to
disrupt and moreover they disrupt in parts with each
pericentric passage redistributing the energy and hence
leading to more non conservation of energy.

• In BJ05 the satellites are evolved from the time since
they were accreted to the host halo whereas in GHBL
all satellites are evolved for 10 Gyrs. As a consequence
in BJ05 one expects older systems to be fuzzier and
young systems to be clustered.

• In GHBL the orbit initial conditions are drawn from a
distribution function corresponding to the density pro-
file of the stellar halo at z=0 whereas in BJ05 they are
motivated from cosmological simulations. The overall
effect of this on the results is not clear.

Next, we investigate the prospect of detecting the structures
in the stellar halo with GAIA. The parallax and photometric
errors of GAIA increase steeply beyondV ∼ 15, hence GAIA
will be most accurate for nearby and/or bright stars. Hence
similar to GHBL we generate a solar neighborhood sample
of stellar halo stars, using BJ05 simulations, with the follow-
ing constraints– V < 16, MV < 4.5 and r < 4 kpc. This
resulted in a sample of 1.3 × 105 stars, which is similar but
slightly larger than that of GHBL (0.8 × 105). In Figure 13
we show a density map of stars in the E − Lz space. In the
left panel the stars have same phase space coordinate as that
of their parent N-body particle, whereas in the right panel the
spawned stars are distributed in phase space according to the
scheme mentioned in Section 2.4. It can be seen that dispers-
ing the spawned stars in phase space has a disastrous effect
of smoothing out the distribution of stars. In the top panels,
we show the distribution of stars a single satellite system. It
can be seen that even in the original N-body coordinates (top
left panel) the stars are not strongly clustered. Spawning stars
from it makes the situation even more worse (top right panel).
The problem stems from the limited numerical resolution of
BJ05 simulations, specially a few massive ones which domi-
nate most of the mass in the stellar halo. Within 4 kpc from the
Sun, typically a satellite contributes about 200 particles, and
the range of scales covered in velocity space is of the order of
±200 km s−1. Now, considering the fact that we smooth over
64 particles in phase space, it is easy to see that large amount
of scatter is introduced when spawning multiple stars from a

Sharma et al. [1101.3561]



Milky Way Formation History

First Results from Gaia DR1 

Dark Matter Velocity Distribution



Dark Matter Structure Formation

Dark matter halos merge hierarchically to form more massive systems

Dark matterDark matter

Millennium N-body Simulation
Springel et al (2005).

Large-scale structure Small-scale structure

0.25 Mpc

High resolution N-body simulations of Milky Way-like galaxies find 
wealth of spatial and kinematic substructure

Via Lactea Simulation
Springel et al (2005).



Fossil Record

Structure in dark matter velocity distribution is a fossil record of the  
merger history of the Milky Way 



Oldest Mergers
Starting from the observation of flat rotation curves, we can derive self-consistent 

density and velocity distributions for the dark matter

Isothermal Density Distribution Maxwellian Velocity Distribution 



The most recent merger events leave behind dark matter streams 
that are localized in both position and velocity

Recent Mergers
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Direct Detection
Detection rates depend on local dark matter velocities

Lighter dark matter is more sensitive to high-velocity tail of dark matter distribution

Low Mass High Mass



Can we use the primordial population of Milky Way stars as 
tracers for dark matter?

Stellar Tracers

Older stars in the halo tend to be more metal-poor as compared 
to stars that were born in the Milky Way disk



Chemical Abundances

If the stellar halo is built out of disrupted galaxies, it will be metal-poor
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Fig. 7.— The symbols with error bars show the measured photometric metallicity distribution for stars with 0.2 < g − r < 0.4, 7 kpc
< R < 9 kpc, and distance from the Galactic plane in the range 0.8–1.2 kpc (top left, ∼6,200 stars), 1.5–2.0 kpc (top right, ∼3,800 stars),
3.0–4.0 kpc (bottom left, ∼2,800 stars) and 5.0–7.0 kpc (bottom right, ∼6,000 stars). The histograms are essentially horizontal (parallel to
x axis) slices at corresponding |Z| intervals through the map shown in the top right panel of Figure 5. The dashed magenta lines show a
best-fit two-component, halo plus disk, model. The blue lines show the halo contribution, modeled as a single Gaussian, and the red lines
show the contribution of a non-Gaussian disk model, modeled as a sum of two Gaussians shown by the green lines. See § 3.3.1 and Table
3 for the best-fit parameters.

TABLE 3
Best-fit Parameters for p([Fe/H]|Z), Shown in Fig. 7

|Z| rangea ⟨|Z|⟩b Nc fd
H fe

H ff
H µg

H σh
H

0.8–1.2 0.98 6,187 0.08 0.14 0.09 -1.46 0.30
1.5–2.0 1.72 3,842 0.24 0.30 0.26 -1.46 0.30
3.0–4.0 3.47 2,792 0.71 0.73 0.73 -1.40 0.30
5.0–7.0 5.79 6,025 0.97 0.95 0.95 -1.52 0.32

a The |Z| range for each bin (kpc).b The median |Z| in each bin (kpc).c The number of stars in
the corresponding bin.d The halo-to-disk number ratio predicted by the J08 best-fit model (see
§ 3.3.4).e The halo-to-disk number ratio predicted by eq. 8.f The best-fit halo-to-disk number ratio.
The halo parameters are only weakly constrained in the first bin.g The best-fit mean metallicity
for the halo component.h The best-fit distribution width for the halo component.

Ivezic et al. [0804.3850]

Stellar abundance of element X 
relative to element Y is

We will focus on Fe abundances 
and !-element enhancements

[Fe/H]

halo

disk

disk

halo



Chemical Enrichment

image credit: D. Hardy (astroart.org) Chandra X-ray Observatory

Core-collapse Supernova
Large amounts of !-elements relative to Fe 

Act on shorter timescales 

Thermonuclear Supernova
Large amounts of Fe relative to !-elements 

Act on longer timescales 

Merging galaxies typically only experience a brief period of star formation

Their interstellar medium is dominated by explosions of core-collapse supernova, 
suppressing Fe abundances



Eris Simulation
Cosmological zoom-in simulation that models the dark matter, gas, 

and stars in a Milky Way-like galaxy

Properties of the Eris disk and halo are comparable to Milky Way values

Metals are redistributed by stellar 
winds, as well as Type Ia and II SNe

Abundances of Fe and O are tracked 
by the simulation

Guedes et al. [1103.6030], Guedes et al. [1211.1713], Shen et al. [1407.3796], Pillepich et al. [1407.7855], Shen et al. [1612.02832]



Stellar Tracers

Herzog-Arbeitman, ML, Madau, and Necib [1704.04499]
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As increasingly more metal-poor stars are selected, velocity distribution of  
stars approaches that of the dark matter



Azimuthal Velocities
Subhalos on prograde orbits are preferentially disrupted due to dynamical friction

This leads to a co-rotating dark disk and prograde stellar halo in Eris

Herzog-Arbeitman, ML, Madau, and Necib [1704.04499]

Unlike Eris, Milky Way stellar halo has only 
modest/vanishing prograde rotation— 

evidence against such mergers?
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Pillepich et al. [1308.1703], Pillepich et al. [1407.7855]



Lessons Learned

Dark matter and metal-poor stars in the Solar neighborhood share similar 
kinematics due to common origin

additional studies needed using other simulations to better understand effects of merger history

need to understand whether correspondence holds in generalizations of CDM

These results suggest that it is possible to determine dark matter 
velocities empirically



Empirical Distribution
SDSS provides Galactic velocity distribution of candidate halo stars

Differences with Standard Halo Model weaken bounds on dark matter below 10 GeV

Bond, et al. [0909.0013]
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Milky Way Formation History

First Results from Gaia DR1 
Herzog-Arbeitman, ML, and Necib [in preparation]

Dark Matter Velocity Distribution

See also Helmi et al. [1611.00222] for initial studies of kinematic substructure in Gaia DR1 data 



Maximizing DR1 Impact

Positions of billion stars from first 14 months of data
Distances, proper motions, and line-of-sight velocities will be provided in DR2 (2018)

Michelek, Lindegren, Hobbs [1412.8770]

Combine first-year Gaia data with Tycho-2 catalog to obtain parallax and proper 
motions for ~2.5 million stars

TGAS Solution

Gaia DR1

Lindegren et al. [1609.04303]

RAVE-TGAS Catalog

For ~200,000 stars that overlap between TGAS and RAVE, chemical abundances are known
Kunder et al. [1609.03210], Casey et al. [1609.02914] 



Heliocentric Frame
Select RAVE-TGAS stars with |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < -1.5  

(about 390 remain after selection cuts)



Local Velocities
Select RAVE stars with |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < -1.5  

(about 390 remain after selection cuts)



Local Velocities
Select RAVE stars with |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < -1.5  

(about 390 remain after selection cuts)

Compare with mock catalogs (390 stars each) drawn from the SDSS distribution



Kinematic Outliers
In 3D velocity space, we look for bins where the observed RAVE-TGAS 

 count is 3σ higher than the SDSS expectation

Identify stars with peculiar kinematic behavior

SDSS 
RAVE

Disclaimer: The analysis is still being refined and the list of peculiar stars has not been finalized yet



Kinematic Outliers

SDSS 
RAVE

In 3D velocity space, we look for bins where the observed RAVE-TGAS 
 count is 3σ higher than the SDSS expectation

Identify stars with peculiar kinematic behavior

Disclaimer: The analysis is still being refined and the list of peculiar stars has not been finalized yet



Origin of Peculiar Stars
Orbit analysis will allow us to determine if peculiar stars had a close 

encounter in the past with known satellites

A&A 583, A76 (2015)

Table 1. Derived ejection parameters for the 15 RAVE stars more likely to have close encounters with ! Centauri.

RAVEID Axisymmetric potential Non-axisymmetric potential
Vrel davg ⌧enc Vrel davg ⌧enc

km s�1 kpc Myr km s�1 kpc Myr

Encounters with Vrel < 200 km s�1

J131340.4�484714 75.9 0.25 2.4 79.7 0.26 2.1
J120407.6�073227 170.3 2.25 37.4 143.2 2.28 36.1
J151658.3�123519 137.9 2.3 35.4 139.5 1.88 32.1
J143500.9�264337 108.3 1.32 71.4 108.2 1.35 71.1
J143024.9�085046 105.6 2.34 28.4 182.7 2.34 28.1
J144618.8�711740 166.8 2.89 88.4 132.9 2.87 97.1
J144734.5�722018 77.0 1.34 45.4 187.6 1.81 43.1
J123113.7�194441 167.8 2.31 30.4 170.4 2.31 31.1

Encounters with Vrel > 200 km s�1

J150703.5�112235 224.7 2.36 23.4 227.9 2.39 24.1
J040133.8�832428 225.2 2.34 29.4 237.7 2.34 29.1
J144926.4�211745 200.8 2.34 39.4 229.9 2.79 39.0
J153016.8�214028 678.0 2.84 118.4 718.6 3.48 122.1
J152554.5�032741 206.0 2.84 48.4 323.7 4.02 57.1
J124722.9�282260 207.3 2.38 46.4 208.2 2.85 48.1
J110842.1�715260 275.0 1.34 45.4 291.5 1.91 45.1

with 180 kms�1 < Vtotal < 239 km s�1 might belong to the
thick-disk population. In this sense, since our selected stars have
VLSR < �239 km s�1, they are most probably free of thick-disk
contamination (and certainly free of the thin-disk one); nonethe-
less, we could expect halo stars with a preferential retrograde
motion in the Galactic longitude 240� < l < 360� explored in
this work.

4. Orbits in an axisymmetric Galactic model

In this work, we ran 105 pairs of orbits for each RAVE star
and ! Centauri cluster pair, using the Monte Carlo scheme1

describe in Pichardo et al. (2012). For each Monte Carlo set
of orbits pairs, the proper motions, radial velocities, and dis-
tances, with their respective error bars are used for both the
star and the cluster. As initial test, we calculated orbits back-
ward in time over 1 Gyr from the current position and velocity
of ! Centauri in a Milky-Way-like axisymmetric Galactic po-
tential (dynamical friction, spiral arms and bar e↵ects are ig-
nored), which is the Allen & Santillan (1991) model (see de-
tails in Pichardo et al. 2012), but scaled with the new values
R0 = 8.3 kpc,⇥0 = 239 km s�1 given by Brunthaler et al. (2011).
Each Monte Carlo run employs a di↵erent scaled Galactic poten-
tial, using the uncertainties in R0 and⇥0. Then, we calculated the
probability2 of close encounters in the past, which was defined
as: (i) having a minimum approach distance, dmin < 100 pc (e.g.,
Fernández-Trincado et al. 2015), such that during the encounter
the RAVE star is within the region of bounded stellar motions
of ! Centauri; (ii) having an encounter time, ⌧enc < 0.2 Gyr,
in which the bar shape of the Galactic bulge and its e↵ect on
the Galactic orbits may be approximately ignored. The latter as-
sumption is supported by the results in Appendix A. (We verify
that the introduction of a bar in our potential, using the prolate
bar model of Pichardo et al. 2004, does not change our clon-
clusions significantly for eight of our candidates with relative

1 Uncertainties are considered as 1� variations, and a Gaussian
Monte Carlo sampling generates the parameters to compute the present-
day positions and velocities of the ! Centauri and RAVE stars.
2 The probability is defined as Prob = Number of orbits having close
encounters with the cluster/Ntotal, where Ntotal = 1 ⇥ 105 Monte Carlo
simulations.

Fig. 3. Orbit projection in the potential axisymmetric for
“J131340.4�484714” (blue line) and ! Centauri (red line) in
X,Y Galactic coordinates on the Galactic plane. The solar position is
(X�, Y�, Z�) = (8.3, 0, 0) kpc in t = 0 Gyr. The solid curves show the
orbits integrated backwards from initial position in t = 0 Gyr (open
symbols) to ⌧enc = 0.2 Gyr (filled symbols) that have a close encounter
with dmin < 100 pc. (A color version of this figure is available in the
online journal.)

velocities Vrel < 200 km s�1 listed in Table 1.) ! Centauri has an
orbital period ⌧orb ⇠ 0.08�0.12 Gyr (e.g., Dinescu et al. 1999;
Mizutani et al. 2003), thus in 0.2 Gyr the cluster will have ap-
proximately two perigalactic points. To illustrate the orbital be-
havior in about 0.2 Gyr, Fig. 3 shows an example of a pair of
orbital star clusters for a RAVE star that will have a close en-
counter (dmin < 100 pc) with ! Centauri in ⌧enc ⇠ 0.2 Gyr and
a relative velocity of Vrel = 53.6 km s�1. The average-distance
star cluster is davg = 0.9 kpc, from t = 0 Gyr until the close
encounter time (t = ⌧enc).

A76, page 4 of 10

Fernandez-Trincado (2015)

Observed 
Positions TodayClose encounter 

in the past?

Follow-up observations of peculiar stars will improve measurements 
of chemical abundances and search for additional counterparts



Conclusions
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Gaia will provide an unprecedented view of the Milky Way’s stellar halo, 
allowing us to reconstruct its formation history 

This will shed light on the dark matter potential and local distribution

Old metal-poor stars appear to 
be excellent tracers for the dark 

matter in the halo

Empirical velocity distributions 
can affect interpretations of 
direct detect experiments

Gaia DR1 may provide clues for 
local dark matter substructure


